UNIQUE LIFTING EQUIPMENT FOR
FITTING VELUX ROOF WINDOWS MAKE
GERMAN INSTALLERS WORK MORE EFFICIENTLY

In cooperation with the VELUX Group, DIS has developed and conceptualized
unique lifting equipment for the installation of VELUX roof windows. The lifting
tool creates better conditions and an easier workflow for mounting roof
windows. DIS is the general contractor for this task and will produce the
first 300 items for VELUX.
The VELUX Group is one of the leading companies in the development, production and
sale of roof windows and has a large and broad range of roof windows and products
related to them. The VELUX Group is represented globally, and it was an inquiry by
VELUX in Germany, that kick started a partnership between the VELUX Group and DIS
and initiated this project.
DIS’ task was to develop a tool for technicians who install VELUX roof windows in the
German market. Some windows are as large as 1340x1600 mm, which can be difficult to
handle for an installer. Offering this solution, the VELUX Group provides installers with a
practical solution that can help and facilitate their work in the handling and installation
of roof windows.
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The VELUX group presented a problem and a number of requirements which had to
be met for the desired tool. Throughout the project, DIS engaged a number of different
skills for the development of the concept / product. Among other, DIS produced and
supplied 3D and 2D drawings, Finite Element analysis and analytical calculations as well
as prototypes and finally the end product.
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”As an external partner, DIS contributed skills, great commitment and a high degree of
flexibility both in the design process and in obtaining and approving the finished product,”
says Esben Lundsgaard Haubjerg, Project Manager at VELUX Product Development.
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DIS tested the prototype in collaboration with the VELUX Group, which throughout the
development and creation of the prototype had contributed with experience and
knowledge of windows and installation of windows. The final version of the product
was accredited with the German CE certification, where DIS was responsible for the CE
certification and documentation of the product.
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DANFOSS
UDVIKLER
INNOVATIVE
PRODUCTION
OPTIMIZATION
COST
DOWN-LØSNINGER
PÅ FREKVENSOMFORMER
CREATES
TANGIBLE RESULTS
SAMMEN MED DIS
DIS has optimized and created more stability on the packaging line at Arla Foods Gjesing dairy plant, where
several of the dairy’s cheeses are packaged. The buffer capacity is increased significantly, and the implemented
solutions have increased production capacity by 5%.
Arla Foods dairy in Gjesing produces a wide range of cheeses including the blue cheese ‘Blå Castello’, which is one of Arla Foods’
most successful products both domestically and abroad. The dairy
also produces other types of blue cheeses such as red and
white soft cheeses. The cheeses are wrapped on a package
line that can handle different types of packaging and different
types of cheese. The line is 12 years old and was originally
supplied and installed by DIS.
”Over the last few years, we have added equipment to the line,
as well as the conveyor and the cardboard machines have been
expanded and moved around, resulting in the line becoming
unmanageable for new operators. Furthermore, the alarm
handling was never updated, ”says Benny Henriksen, Packaging
Manager at Arla Foods Gjesing dairy plant.
DIS has contributed with the optimization of the dairy’s PLC program,
documentation of the line, the establishment and development of a
systematic alarm display system and the implementation of a buffer
system. In the start-up of the project, DIS organized a workshop where
selected employees from the dairy participated, including managers,
operators and maintenance people. At the workshop, Arla Foods
employees contributed with knowledge and experience with
using the line, creating a solid foundation for DIS, which then
were able to develop and implement the ”right” improvement
and optimization measures.

In order to visualize alarms and provide an overview DIS established
a large screen with an Intouch overview picture and alarm display
which allows operators to respond and correct errors and problems
much faster than before. Several accumulation alerts and other
alarms were made, for example an empty label roll alarm, so
operators can react promptly and completely avoid a stop on
the line.
”Troubleshooting the line has become a lot easier and more
manageable. Our cooperation with DIS consultants has worked
fine, and involving our own staff in the process worked well, as we
ended up taking advantage of their experience and knowledge and
create new knowledge, solutions and implementation through DIS.
We are now left with an optimized and functional line, that can
cope with everyday challenges” explains Benny Henriksen.
DIS’ review of the system has made it more stable and has increased
the buffer capacity significantly. The increased output of 5% means
that the return of the investment in updating the line is less
than two years, which was one of Arla Foods’ goals. In addition
to the direct improvements on the line, documentation and
the PLC program have become far more manageable, and will
result in less time spend on service in the future.
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IS YOUR COMPANY GEARED TO CREATE
PROJECT SUCCESSES? – IF NOT DIS CAN HELP YOU
In its nature a project can be a risky endeavor. Many unknown
factors may drown a project, long before it gets off the drawing
board. However, you can still do something to ensure that a project
succeeds when plans and good intentions have to face reality - at
least if you believe the many research projects conducted over
the last half-century. In order of priority, these are the six critical
success factors for a project:

agility and strong competences, it also means something that a
DIS project manager draws on a pool of engineering disciplines
from more than 250 enthusiastic colleagues worldwide.
Professional and technical challenges will not slow down a project
with a DIS project manager in charge, there is always help to find
in the organization, when technical, engineering or project
management challenges occur.

1. The project manager
2. The project team
3. Strong commitment from the project sponsor
4. Early involvement of stakeholders
5. Stakeholder approval of project plans
6. Excessive communication

Agility and strong competences do not just appear, therefore,
DIS works hard at finding the right staff and more importantly
at a continuous development of the project managers skills. All
permanent DIS project management employees are offered the
DIS Project Manager 2.0 course, as well as ongoing coaching and
mentoring with more experienced Chief project managers.
The Project Manager 2.0 course consists of formal tools such as
a Prince2 certification, as well as training in both soft and hard
project disciplines.

A large number of DIS customers work with this strategically,
and use DIS project ´managers to head projects where they do
not have the necessary skills or the necessary time, or they use
DIS project managers to ensure flexibility and agility in their own
project managers.
More than 50 DIS project managers lead technologically demanding
and complex projects of almost any kind; from equipment development to the move of production plants to coordination of large
complex assemblies of items weighing many hundreds of tons.
With DIS project manager in charge of the project risks are
reduced, and the chance to reach the goal within time and
budget is increased significantly. In addition to risk avoidance,

1
The project manager

We know that the project manager is the most important critical
success factor for projects in general, and we will not leave your
project successes to chance. Whether you wish to use DIS to lead
one or more of your projects, or you wish help raising the success
rates of your projects or you just need a sounding board for your
dedicated project managers - we are here for you.
If you or your company need more information about this, please
feel free to contact Johnny H. G. Ryser on mobile 41 72 73 19 or
by mail jry@d-i-s.dk
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from the project
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Early involvment of
stakeholders

Stakeholder approval
of project plans

Excessive
communication

THE NORWEGIAN VERITAS (DNV GL) HAS ONCE
AGAIN AUDITED THE ISO 9001 SYSTEM AT DIS AND
DIS CONTINUES TO BE CERTIFIED
The audit was carried out in April by DNV GL, who was visiting for three days to see if DIS met the requirements
for certification. The result was again very satisfactory and confirms that DIS complies with the ISO 9001.
Compliance with the ISO 9001 requirements is a natural part
of everyday life at DIS, and the quality management system has
been extremely valuable in supporting the positive growth DIS
has experienced in recent years.
The system is an active tool which is continually optimized to ensure

consistent and quality conscious work and business procedures in
the organization, as well as it ensures an efficient and structured
customer dialogue.
In addition to the ISO 9001 certification, DIS is also Achilles JQS-qualified.
3
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INSPIRATION, INNOVATION AND SPARRING ARE
KEY WORDS WHEN R&D MANAGERS ARE
GATHERED IN DIS’ NETWORK FOR R&D MANAGERS

In order to promote innovation across companies and industries DIS established a network for R&D managers
six years ago. The network now consists of representatives more than 70 companies, and it meets three times a
year to share and gain new knowledge.
The aim of the network is that all participants leave the meetings
with new ideas, tools and knowledge, as well as they have helped
others by sharing their own knowledge and experience and have
provided input and feedback to other participants and to the overall
theme of the meeting.
The network consists of more than 70 companies, and meets three
times a year. The meetings are held at the participating companies.
The network meetings consist of three main elements on a fixed
agenda for each meeting:
1. The venue company gives a brief introduction to the company
and the industry it is in, and presents the company’s products.

2. An inspirational speech by an external speaker on a theme
selected by the network members.
3. Free discussion between participants, about good and bad
experiences from everyday life as an R&D Manager. This provides an opportunity to present an issue or challenge others may
have inputs for, creating important personal relationships with
the other R&D managers.
If you are interested in more information on DIS’ Network for
R&D Managers, contact Søren Rudfred at sru@d-i-s.dk or mobile
40 15 96 42.
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DIS/CREADIS GOES GLOBAL IN THE UNITED STATES,
POLAND AND UKRAINE - AND INTRODUCES A NEW
STANDARDISERET MONTAGE
COOPERATION CONCEPT
SIKRER NILFISK A/S ”TYSK KVALITET”
DIS has opened new offices in the US, Poland and Ukraine, which provides new opportunities for our customers. We
also introduce a new cooperation concept; DIS Global Team that will create better, more innovative and faster solutions
across borders. We bring the best knowledge, no matter where it is needed geographically.
DIS’ strategic goal is to increase growth internationally. In this
effort, DIS has opened offices in the United States, Poland and
Ukraine. The US is an interesting market for a company like DIS
due to the skills we can offer. Quite a few US companies are
requesting these skills, and as DIS believes in being close to the
customer three offices have now been established in the US.
Headquarter is in Chicago, with two subsidiaries in Atlanta and
Houston respectively.
In Poland, DIS has opened an office in Krakow, and in Ukraine DIS
is located in Lviv. In all international offices DIS goes under the
name CREADIS.
With office openings in the United States, Poland and Ukraine DIS’
has expanded the already extensive network of competent employees with strong skills from the three respective countries. So
far 10 employees have been recruited in Poland and Ukraine. All
of them have been in Denmark to gain knowledge and information
about DIS and to experience our culture. They have been trained in
DISway - the way DIS works, so we always deliver the same quality
solutions to all of our customers.
DIS is an attractive employer for engineers in Poland and Ukraine,
which has meant that we can recruit the very best. The newly
hired engineers from the two countries have the same high level
skills as engineers from Denmark and Germany, and also have
the experience of working with Western European and American
organizations, which means it is natural for them to communicate
in English.

In connection with the establishment of new offices in the US,
Ukraine and Poland, DIS has introduced a new cooperation
concept that provides new benefits for our customers. The
concept, DIS Global Team, is a collaboration measure where the
entire DIS organization works together across national borders
to create and achieve the best results and the most innovative
solutions for our customers.
The DIS Global Team concept will also increase flexibility towards
our customers and provide greater opportunities to scale up and
down on a project. In addition, it will be possible to reduce costs
on projects. With this new concept, we can put together a unique
team that can contribute with exactly the skills that are needed,
and we can deliver faster than normal because no consultants
need to be moved around. The DIS Global Team set-up acts as
a ”virtual project hotel” where a Tech Lead will be located at the
customer’s location and then feed the selected consultants with
assignments. The consultants may be located in several different
countries.
The first customers have already embraced the concept, and
right now all staff in Poland and Ukraine are working on various
tasks. The tasks are located in Denmark and Germany.
DIS expects to grow the international business further and is
aiming at an organization of 50 employees by year end.
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NEWMEDARBEJDERE
EMPLOYEES
NYE
- STADIG
CLOSER TÆTTERE
RELATIONS
RELATIONER
Since december
February, har
we have
welcomed
a number
of new
colleagues.
You
now be
able to
meet
the following
Siden
vi budt
velkommen
til en række
nye
kolleger. Du
vilwill
fremover
kunne
møde
følgende
hos DIS:
people at DIS:

Anders Rezaeirad
Sønderskov
Adeleh
Nielsen
Project Engineer
Hardware Chief
El/automation, Aarhus
Engineer, Aarhus

Andrzej
Pasternak
Andi
Kurtsen
Project Engineer
Intern
Mechanics,
Krakow
Mekanik,
Aarhus

Christian
Larsen
Casper
Hedegaard
Project Engineer
Engineer
Project
El and automation,
HW/SW,
Aarhus
Aarhus

Christina
Østergaard
Dennis
Vorre
Lottrup
Therkildsen
Intern
HR & Recruitment
Specialmaskiner/Prod.
Consultant, Aarhus
udstyr, Aarhus

Florian
Müssemann
Erik
Lisberg
Borum
Project Engineer
Intern
El and automation,
El/automation,
Aarhus
Hamburg

Iben Høiris
Frank Hopkirk
Overgaard Pedersen
Intern
Technical Designer,
El/automation, Aarhus
Aarhus

Jan Aaes
Hans
Kjær Blaabjerg
IT-supporter,
Aarhus
Project
Engineer
Mekanik, Aarhus

Kamil Wloch
Henning
Laursen
ProjectEngineer
Engineer
Senior
Mechanics,
Krakow
HW/SW, Aarhus

Krzysztof
Jan
Godborg
Wawrzyniak
Senior Engineer
Project Engineer
HW/SW, København
Mechanics, Krakow

LarsKvist
UffeSørensen
Nielsen
Jan
Senior Engineer
Project
Manager,
Mechanics,
Aarhus
Copenhagen

MadsKristian
Lübbert
Jens
Project Engineer
Andersen
Mechanics,
Chief
Project Manager,
Copenhagen
København

Marco
Muayad
Jon
Jensen
Fagertun
Khoshaba
Senior Engineer
Project Engineer, El
El/automation, Aarhus
and automation, Aarhus

Mark Hedegaard
Urup
Kenn
Project Engineer
Eskildsen
HW & SW, Aarhus
Intern
HW/SW, Aarhus

Martin Egsdal
Kenneth
Schmidt
Student Assistant,
Jensen
Copenhagen
Chief Project Manager,
Aarhus

Nicolaj
Christian
Kent
Dela
Jensen
Vindelbo Hansen
Intern
Project Engineer, El and
Specialmaskiner/Prod.
automation, Aarhus
udstyr, Aarhus

PawelKousgaard
Cebula
Lasse
Project Engineer
Jonsen
Mechanics,
Krakow
Senior
Project
Manager,
Aarhus

RasmusNetter
Uldahl
Markus
Kjeldsen
Intern
Project Manager,
IT, Nürnberg
Copenhagen

Sandra Meier
Wilhelm
Nadine
Project Engineer
Finance
Assistance,
Mechanics, Nürnberg
Nürnberg

Slawomir
Milejski
Nadja
Munkholm
Project Engineer
Meins
Mechanics,
Krakow
Support
Employee,

Thomas
Alby
Philip
KroghJacobsen
Pedersen
Sales
Manager,
Intern
Copenhagen
HW/SW,
Aarhus

Tobias Walter
Rasmus
Pedersen
Technical Designer,
Davidsen
Hamburg
Intern

Veselina
Ashminova
Robert
Koch
List
Intern,Project
Nürnberg
Senior
Manager,
Aarhus

Sam Dehdar
Project Engineer
Mekanik, Aarhus

Vladimir Dorogoy
Intern
Mekanik, Hamburg

Hamburg

Mekanik, København

Denmark:
Aarhus I Hamburg
Copenhagen
I Esbjerg
Aarhus I Copenhagen I Esbjerg
I Nürnberg
I Dortmund
Germany I Poland I Ukraine
I USA
www.d-i-s.dk
www.d-i-s.dk I www.creadis.de I www.creadis.com
www.creadis.de

